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GRADE 1

Smithsonian Science for the Classroom Module: How Can We Send a Message Using Sound?
www.carolina.com/ssftc 

Discussion Questions:
   1. What did the Chaskis need to do to send
       messages?
   2. Why did the Inkas need to use Chaskis? 

Discussion Questions:
   1. What problem did Alexander Graham Bell solve?
   2. How have telephones changed since the one 
       Bell invented? 

Discussion Questions:
   1. How do sounds help us during the day?
   2. Why are some sounds louder than others?
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4 Discussion Questions:
   1. What is the difference between noise 
       and music?
   2. How do the drum and the strings make
       music? 

Discussion Questions:
   1. Why do ears have a lot of parts? 
   2. Why do some animals have large ears?

Discussion Questions:
   1. How did Grandmaster Flash change music? 
   2. What messages can people share with music?

Discussion Questions:
   1. How do sounds send a message to warn us 
       of danger? 
   2. What other sounds send a message we know
       the meaning of?



Smithsonian Science Stories: Grade 1 Engineering Beats and Banjos—Discussion questions with 
anticipated response 

“The Inka Runners” 

1. What did the Chaskis need to do to send messages? (Run a long distance and tell the next 
runner the message.) 

2. Why did the Inkas need to use Chaskis? (They had no cars or phones to get messages to others. 
They only had themselves.) 

“Messages on a Wire” 

1. What problem did Alexander Graham Bell solve? (Sending messages was slow. He sent a 
message fast and over a long distance by inventing a telephone.) 

2. How have telephones changed since the one Bell invented? (They are smaller, we can carry 
them with us anywhere.) 

“Sounds in My Day” 

1. How do sounds help us during the day? (They help us know when its time to wake up and go to 
school. We can hear singing, music, or the TV.) 

2. Why are some sounds louder than others? (We need to hear something in an emergency like 
the fire truck. Sound need to be louder than people’s voices sometimes.) 

“The Science of Music” 

1. What is the difference between noise and music? (Noise does not blend, music blends and is in 
tune.) 

2. How do the drum and the strings make music? (The drum and the strings vibrate to make 
music.) 

“How Do Ears Hear Sound?” 

1. Why do ears have a lot of parts? (The outer ear needs to move sounds to the eardrum. Then the 
inner ear needs to send the message to the brain to hear sound.) 

2. Why do some animals have large ears? (Large ears help hear sounds far away. Large ears help 
animals hunt for food.) 

“Hip-Hop Messages” 

1. How did Grandmaster Flash change music? (He used what he knew about fixing machines to 
change the machines that play music.) 

2. What messages can people share with music? (They can share messages about their life.) 

“What’s That Sound?” 

1. How do sounds send a message to warn us of danger? (Loud beeps can mean to leave a 
building. A siren can mean to get out of the way or to take cover.) 

2. What other sounds send a message we know the meaning of? (Clocks chime to tell what time it 
is. Timers make noise to tell us when we are done waiting. Telephones ring so we know 
someone wants to tell us a message.)  




